The Greater Horseshoe
School
December 2019: Issue 8
Head Teacher’s Report
A big thank you to all students and staff at the Greater Horseshoe School for their continued efforts
and hard work this half term.
Another busy half term at the Greater Horseshoe School has gone by. The school continues to grow
and develop. This term we would like to welcome two new students: James and Lewis. Both boys
have settled well, making new friends and thriving in their lessons. We have welcomed new staff
members to the team, too (see below) - new students and staff have made terrific additions to the
Greater Horseshoe School community.
This term we have introduced a number of new initiatives which are already having a positive impact.
We have begun a programme of coaching support which has had great benefits for staff and students. We have been working collaboratively with our colleagues from Wessex Lodge School and
Triskele Farm; we look forward to working even more closely in the coming year.
Another development that we are pleased to announce is that we intend to use our care farm site at
Chipley Mill Farm more next term, with more sessions taking place there. We are excited about this
and looking forward to the benefits that this will bring for our young people.

We will also be supporting our students in working towards a number of environmental awards, reflecting our values and our lovely woodland
Setting. Well done to all of our students for
achieving a Gold Bat Award this term—and
thanks especially to Jemma Hearn for
the hard work that she has put into
helping them reach this impressive goal.
Thanks are also due to the parents of our
students, who have attended events such as
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Merry Christmas and a happy New Year!
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Charity Events
This term the school raised £39.93 for the Poppy appeal, £24 for Children in Need and £259.93 for
Save the children. The students helped raise this money by selling cakes they baked at school, as
well as other hand-made products at our Christmas Fair. Our students are passionate about raising
money for charities and supporting the wider community.
We would like to thank all the students, staff and everyone else who donated at our charity events to
raise money for such great causes.
New points system
A new points system will be replacing the old virtual bank system that we have been using. A rewards catalogue has been created filled with fun and exciting experiences our students can save up
their points for and work towards throughout the school term. The experiences vary from adventure
activities, days out and even zoo keeper experiences.
The new points system will be coming into place in January. There will be an exception of purchases
for educational purposes however, we would like to promote the experiences to help build students
confidence and make incredible memories.
Any points redeemed will need to be approved by their mentor and Lukasz.

The farm is teaching our students practical skills with animal care and there are plans for the students to get involved with their lambing season next spring.
Bonfire Night celebration
On 4th November we had the first
Greater Horseshoe School bonfire
Celebration. The event was really
well attended by students, parents
and carers, and professionally coordinated by fire warden Greg Kerr, who

read a poem and whipped the crowd
into a frenzy! Well done Greg and all
involved for another successful GHS
event.
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School
SCHOOL NEWS
Thrive case studyhttps://www.thriveapproach.com/greater-horseshoe-school-a-thrive-case-study/
Since opening in September 2018, our school now has 21 pupils aged from 8 to 18 years old, many
of whom have an Education Health Care Plan in place with a variety of diagnoses including learning
difficulties, autism and ADHD. Our company prides itself on helping its learners to overcome past
traumas and limitations and we wanted to open the school with an effective mechanism in place to
help its pupils manage this. We chose to use the Thrive Approach after hearing how it had worked in
other settings. We now have three Licensed Practitioners, with a fourth about to start training. We will
be shortly launching Family Thrive sessions for parents and carers so that they can use the principles
of the Thrive Approach at home.
We received a rating of ’Good’ for our first Ofsted inspection in 2019 and the inspector praised the
strong relationships between staff and pupils, the progress pupils are making and the way that personal and social development is ‘threaded through’ the curriculum. The Thrive Approach helped us to
demonstrate this progress.
You can read the full case study on the Thrive website by searching the link above.
Inset day and staff training
On our INSET day at the end of term the focus was on awareness of autism and improving our practice to become even more informed about how ASC and its attendant sensory issues affect the learning experiences of our students. We spent time with colleagues from Wessex Lodge School sharing
experiences after our first full academic year of operation; a really valuable experience which we will
follow up on next year when we make the return visit.
BBC Wildlife Magazine: national recognition
The Greater Horseshoe School
gained national recognition this autumn with coverage in the November issue of the prestigious BBC
Wildlife magazine. The author of a
piece about Greater Horseshoe
Bats included a mention for our
school and its ‘amazing young people.’
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Bat Buddy Schools Award
Since the last newsletter our students have achieved both the silver and gold Bat Buddy
School awards. There have only been two other schools that have achieved this award and
we are delighted to be the third. The students have been working hard to improve our school
to achieve ‘bat friendly’ status. They have helped to create more wild flower patches, a bug
hotel and beetle buckets to help provide habitats for insects. Increasing insects (a food
source for bats) will definitely help support our resident bats. We visited some local Greater
Horseshoe Bat hibernation roosts and learned all about their behaviour over winter. The students have learned a lot during this award about what bats need to thrive and how we can
help support them.

Our school also took part in the Devon Bat survey. The students helped set up a static bat
detector in a field close to our school to record our local bat species. After leaving the detector out for several days, we sent it back to the Devon Wildlife Trust to have gather the results.
The students reviewed the results and were surprised about how many different bat species
we have around our school. The number of bats recorded is listed below:


565 Common pipistrelle bats



1 Lesser Horseshoe bat



35 Myotis species of bats



2 Noctule bats



1108 Soprano pipistrelle

The students will continue to support our resident bats throughout the years to come and
hope to inspire other schools and the wider community to do the same. We will be taking part
in the Devon Bat Survey next year with the hope of recording a Greater Horseshoe Bat at our
school!
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Eco schools
This year our school has started the journey towards becoming an internationally recognised
‘Eco-School’. The Eco-Schools programme is pupil-led, involving a hands-on approach to learning that gets the whole school and the wider community involved in exciting environmental projects. We have chosen to take part in the programme to provide a unique opportunity to empower our pupils to lead change within our school and have a positive impact on their wider community. It will help develop their knowledge and environmental awareness. Not only is it extremely
beneficial to our young people, it will benefit our school and reduce our environmental impact by
consuming less water, energy and producing less waste.
The Eco-schools initiative award is overseen by our student council. We currently have four
students representing the school and hope for more to join next term. The student council completed an environmental review of the school and designed an Action plan with three main topics that they want to focus on: biodiversity, waste and electricity. They came up with the school’s
ethos and pledge, to: “to keep our environment tidy, to not waste energy and to protect the
world and everything in it.”
The school is on its way to achieving the Bronze award; we have many exciting plans to help
our school become more environmentally friendly. We have focused on our biodiversity action
plan this term. We have been taking part in different school awards such as the ‘Bat Buddy
Schools award’ and the RSPB schools Wild Challenge. Many of the activities involved improving
habitats, creating new habitats for insects and providing winter feeding enrichment for wild birds.
All of these awards are helping us to meet our Eco-Schools action plan.
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Outdoor Education
This term we’ve had students participating in a range of outdoor education activities. It’s been
great to see the children experiencing the fantastic landscapes and facilities that Devon has to offer.
Kayaking
Recently we’ve been exploring the waterways of Exeter shipping canal on cold and frosty mornings. Here we’ve spotted Herons, Dippers and even a pair of Kingfishers.
An exciting sea kayaking trip was also completed a few weeks ago. A small swell was running in
the bay but the conditions were just right for a journey from Meadfoot beach round to the famous
London Bridge (not that one) - the beautiful limestone arch that arcs dramatically into the clear blue
waters of the bay.
Climbing
Many of our students have now been offsite to visit a range of climbing venues, from the latest designs of indoor walls at Plymouth, Exeter and Buckfastleigh to the outdoor granite and limestone
crags of Dartmoor and beyond.
Some of the children are really beginning to develop their skills and push past their comfort zones.
We’ve been learning about equipment and PPE as well as studying knots and rigging.
Biking
Many children have been participating in cycling and mountain biking activities. We are lucky
enough to have bridleways and cycle paths that lead directly from the school. These are fantastic
resources for physical activities and local exploration. We’ve also used the mountain bike trails of
Haldon Forest Park for some action-packed downhill fun!
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Trips this term
This term we have taken several of our students on reward trips to Crealy. This has caused great
excitement for our students who have had the chance to spend time with their friends offsite for the
day. It has worked as a great incentive and has kept students’ spirits up. The students have chosen
their own trip, based on their likes and the amounts of points they have. Two of our students also
went to ibounce for the afternoon and had a lot of fun. They overcame their fears and were able to
continue developing a flourishing friendship.

Shallowford Farm
This term some of our students have been regularly visiting a working farm located near Widecombe
In The Moor. They have been working hard helping with the daily husbandry chores, looking after
their chickens, ducks, geese and pigs. The big male, Percy, has been a favourite amongst the students and is quite the cheeky character. The farm is set to have piglets arriving any day now and the
students and staff cannot wait to meet them.
The farm is teaching our students practical skills with animal care and there are plans for the students to get involved with their lambing season next spring.
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Core KS2
This term in KS2 core we have focused on 2D and 3D shapes. The children have been working
hard to learn the names of 2D shapes and their properties. They have learned this through
drawing, shape scavenger hunts around the school, memory games, matching shapes to
names as well as playing shape bingo. The children participated in similar activities to support
their understanding of 3D shapes, as well as creating their own 3D shapes out of play dough
and even using nets (or making their own) to build 3D shapes. At the end of the term the children applied their understanding of shape to create their own Christmas decorations.

Core KS3
Science this term has consisted of looking at animal adaptations, tying in with an animal care
visit to see swans and ducks and with students designing their own animal creations with no limits to their imaginations! We have looked at how animals inherit characteristics with some complex genetic calculations and more recently have been researching space and the solar system.
Music and music production
This has been an exciting term for music in which many students have been preparing to perform at the Christmas Fair. We’ve had a range of music from Coldplay and Christmas music to
songs from Steven Universe. We had students help set up the stage and equipment for the performers, sound check and prepare posters. Along with learning music on various instruments
and singing for the fair, our students have engaged with making voice overs for the Star Wars
cantina scene, looking at beatboxing and improving instrumental or singing skills.
This term in Music Production the students have been learning how to record foley and apply it
to tracks. They have ‘sampled’ bicycles, hollow wooden logs, classroom equipment and many
other interesting objects that make a percussive sound. In recent weeks the students have been
tasked with matching audio to film as a collaboration; each student working on a different scene.
It has changed their view on movies are edited and the background work it takes to complete a
motion picture.
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Swimming– STA award
With swimming teacher Becky on board, we have been fortunate enough to be able to offer the children the opportunity to achieve a swimming award. Students have been working on their STA
(Stanley) swimming awards this term, building their confidence in the water, working from the Stanley
level 1 with some students progressing up to level 7. Some of the activities the students have been
doing to achieve their awards range from pool safety, floating positions, swimming lengths on their
fronts and backs and swimming underwater to pick up sinkers.
Next term the students will be continuing with their STA Stanley awards and progressing to their Octopus awards. Well done all!
Animal HQ visit
Animal HQ visited the school on Thursday 28th November 2019. Each student was given the opportunity to have a close encounter with a variety of animals. The Animal HQ van is decorated inside
like a jungle with lights and sounds, so that young people can immerse themselves in the experience.
After a short introduction and health and safety talk with the students, the party began with Poppy the
dog saying hello to everyone.
Students were able to handle a variety of animals from fluffy to exotic creatures including stick insects, cockroaches, tarantulas, plated lizard, leopard and crested geckos, Royal Python snake, King
snakes, Corn snakes, Rainbow Boa snake, two hand-reared pigeons, degus, chinchillas, rabbits and
guinea pigs. Everyone involved thoroughly enjoyed themselves and would like them to visit again!
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We would like to introduce you to our new staff…
Sophie Heath
Hi, I am Sophie - a new Learning Support Assistant at the school. I have just finished my degree in Psychology at the University of Portsmouth so am looking forward to being back home
in Devon! I have previously worked as a learning mentor in many schools in and around Plymouth and am looking forward to this new opportunity and working with our fantastic staff and
young people.

Jacob Snell
Hi, I’m Jake— a new learning support assistant at the school. My previous job was working as
a sports coach within primary schools, which I loved. I'm a keen sportsman and play football
locally at the weekend. I'm most looking forward to getting stuck in and trying my hand at all
the different subjects that are on offer for our students.

Mark Burgess
I recently joined the Greater Horseshoe School as I wanted a career change and wanted to try
my hand at something new. I previously worked as a painter and decorator since I was 18
years old and studied horticulture levels 1 and 2 to kick start my career change. I am a very
active person. I love the outdoors and take part in various activities in my spare time such as
wind surfing, spear fishing, swimming, mountain biking, gardening and walking in the countryside.
I joined the school as an LSA and have been taking sessions on land based studies with a bit
of construction tied in, physical activity and swimming. I have really enjoyed my time so far at
the school and love the new challenges I face in my new job role. I enjoy sharing my passions
with the young people and making a difference.
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Christmas cultures
This term we have taken time to research and develop our young people’s understanding of other
cultures and their celebrations around Christmas time. Each student was given the chance to pick a
country out of a hat and research the culture of this country. They then made a food from their chosen country and shared this with their peers. The countries included Poland, Finland, China and
America, ensuring diversity. Our young people enjoyed making a food they had not made before and
sharing this with their friends.

Christmas Fair
On Friday 13th December The Greater Horseshoe school had a fantastic festive first Christmas fair.
It was a blast and enjoyed by all. All the children prepared for the Christmas fair by making Christmas
decorations, Christmas cards, Christmas wrapping paper, reindeer, and had a fantastic BBQ feast,
and of course mince pies. We raised £250 for the ‘Save the Children’ Charity. This will help so many
children in need and help provide fresh water and shelter .

Thank you all for coming, we all had a such a great time.
We wish you all a Merry Christmas, and a Happy New Year!
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